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PTR Holland® Group is the appointed stockist for:
- Dry Cargo hatch cover tapes, United Kingdom.
- Dry wrap water activated tapes, United Kingdom.
- Innovative marine products, Canada.
- Billy Pugh, Corpus Christi Texas, United States.

PTR Holland® Group believes that:
The Customer is our prime consideration. We strive to fully understand their requirements and they can depend on us to do whatever is necessary to fulfil their orders.
They are not outsiders in our business - they are an integral and important part of it.

We greatly appreciate the support of our Customers and look forward to continuing to serve their needs as best we can.

For those who are not yet our Customers but are interested in our products and a reliable supply source, you can stop looking - you’ve found PTR Holland® Group!

PTR HOLLAND® GROUP
WWW.PTRHOLLAND.COM
ROPE LADDERS

Our pilot- and lifeboat embarkation ladders are available in hardwood, polymer, and aluminum. All lengths, no limit.

Aluminum Lifeboat and Embarkation ladder with RVS cable, specially for oil rigs lengths up to 100 meters.

Certificates of:
- Lloyd’s Register
- Det Norske Veritas
- Bureau Veritas

Pilot Ladder winch

Rope ladder tarpaulin cover

Hand whipping is also available

Available in hardwood and Polymer. Certificates of: M.E.D and the USCG.

Pilot Ladder

Rope ladder tarpaulin cover

Hand whipping is also available

Available in hardwood and Polymer. Certificates of: M.E.D and the USCG.

All steps available tailor made

Ladder cradle
Blue box accommodation ladder suction/securing pad.

- Enhanced safety during pilot and crew transfers
- The ladder is secured to the hull - uncontrolled movement avoided

Pilot ladder magnets for safe pilot transfer, also used for securing oil spill boom
Our bulwark ladders are made of the finest quality seawater-resistant aluminum. Special dimensions can be made on request.

PTR Holland fabricates ladders in a variety of materials with many options available to meet your requirements.

Standard lengths always available from stock!!
ANY QUANTITY, ANY SIZE, ANY TIME

RAW MATERIALS OR CUSTOM MADE PRODUCTS ACCORDING YOUR SPECIFICATIONS TAILOR MADE IN OUR WORKSHOP
Air pipe heads and air vent heads are used for water ballast or/and oil tanks. In cast iron, aluminum and hot dip galvanized steel, always sufficient large stock available.
TAPE

Dry Cargo, Dry Wrap, Can seal-R and Can seal Marine Tape. Excellent strength and flexibility for all-weather operations.

PTR Holland® Group is national agent and distributor of Dry Cargo tape for the Netherlands.

Dry Wrap is an industrial strength pipe and hose repair kit based on water-activated fiberglass tape. It is applicable on many different materials and sets like steel in minutes. Even under water, fresh or salt!

Dry Cargo is an internationally recognized and accepted heavy-duty, all-weather hatch sealing tape with proven results since its introduction in the early 1970s. It consists of 20 meter rolls of bitumen compound coated onto polythene film and interleaved with release paper.
ANTI PIRACY

Protect your crew and ships against pirate attacks.
Deploy razor wire coils to deter boarders.
High-protection bullet proof vests for personal protection.
Available from stock - fast delivery worldwide.

All anti piracy shipboard solutions
ALL KINDS OF NETS

Gangway and cargo nets. Available in various sizes. Can be tailor made to your provided specifications.

HELICOPTER NETS

Helideck landing nets and helideck perimeter safety nets are manufactured from Frictape. They are durable and high quality products with good resistance to the aggressive marine environment. The Landing Deck Net is produced in various shapes from the basic 9 m x 9 m and up. All comply with CAP 437 and come with DNV certification.

TRANSFER BASKETS

Pegasus Personal Transfer Basket movie:
PTR Holland® Group is the main stockist, distributor and refurbish centre for BPC Europe.

Due to high demand of Billy Pugh Texas products and services in Europe, we are happy to announce the following:

Billy Pugh transfer devices NOW available from stock @ Rotterdam Europe, Certified Engineers available for refurbishments and repairs at our premises or on/at site/sea. 95% on stock for fast delivery all over Europe, Russia, UAE, Morocco and Monaco or elsewhere if needed. Used ready refurbished X-904 on exchange base available.

As recently seen on oilandgaspeople.com:

“A snapshot survey taken by oilandgaspeople.com: in the days following last month’s accident revealed that 89 percent of more than 1,000 respondents want Super Pumas taken out of service. Meanwhile, 57 percent believe that other methods to transfer crew should be considered, including the use of boats.”

Those who choose to go the safe way, please contact us at: info@ptrholland.com
**FOOD WASTE DISPOSER**

**PTR Food waste commuter incl. sink and faucet**

- Food waste is flushed away in seconds
- Easy method to manage and prevention of pollution by garbage from ships

**RESIDUAL WASTE MANAGEMENT**

**PTR Waste compactor (TS 401 SS)**

PTR Holland is a manufacturer of marine waste handling compactors specially designed for use on-board ships, offshore installations and the marine industry in general. We have several models. These models are made from stainless steel 304 and can be used for all mixed consumer waste as well as hospital waste.

Technical specification TS 401 SS

- Voltage: 110V, 220V, 440V
- KW: 1,0/8,9 Amp
- Height: 1750 mm
- Width: 560 mm
- Depth: 490 mm
- Weight: 180 kg
- Type: 401 SS
- Hydraulic compactor force: 40 KN
- Volume waste bin: 65 Liter

Six bags of waste reduced to One
The PTR MT 240 rubbish bin presses exploits the volume of your bin!
In 120 l, 240 l and 360 l bins. The strain put on the rubbish bins during the pressing procedure is only little due to the relatively low pressing weight of about 100 kg and due to a special design which ensures that the wheels of the rubbish bin do not touch the ground during the pressing procedure. Two-hand operation of our rubbish bin press guarantees easy and safe handling.

Your benefit:
- volume reduced by up to 90%
- easy to use
- space saving

Technical specification PTR MT 240
- Powersupply: 110V, 220V, 440V
- Electrical power: 0.37 kW
- Weight: ca. 150 kg
- Transport dimensions (lxwxh): 1200 x 800 x 2065 mm
- Possible sizes of the bin: 120 / 240 / 360 l

The PTR RC 1100 roll container presses RC 1100 compacts your recyclables directly in 1100 l containers. The roll container is put into the steel frame and fixed by the lateral arms, thus achieving a high degree of stability and safety. The roll container can now be filled and the material can then be compacted by means of the roll container press. During the pressing procedure, the wheels of the container do not touch the ground such that no strain is applied to them.

Your benefit:
- volume reduced by up to 90%
- stability and long service life
- space saving
- easy to use

Technical specification PTR RC 1100
- Powersupply: 110V, 220V, 440V
- Electrical power: 1.5 kW
- Weight: 530 kg
- Transport dimensions (lxwxh): 1480 x 1480 x 1550 mm
- Possible sizes of the bin: 1100 l

Reduces the residual waste volume up to 90%!!
CUSTOM MADE IN OUR WORKSHOP

An example of products custom made in the past for our customers.

HAND CARTS, TROLLEYS & PALLET TRUCKS
The Universal SUPERCLAMP is a unique lifting gear product which is designed not only for vertical use, but for side load applications where conventional clamps are unsuitable. Unlike other clamps the Universal SUPERCLAMP is extremely versatile in application and can only be used for lifting, pulling or as an anchor point.

It can be loaded at any angle and eliminates the use of spreader beams in various lifting operations. With a low headroom anchor point, it can be used as a single or twin point lifting, giving positive grip and quick applications combined with lightweight construction without the use of additional tools.

As with all SUPERCLAMP products each PFC unit is proof loaded and supplied with a certificate of test and inspection.
ALUMINIUM AND STEEL SCAFFOLDS

A safe and portable prefabricated scaffold made of sea water resistant aluminium and steel pipe frames - easy to assemble and dismantle.

Various dimensions and heights available from stock. According to EN1004.
NEW LADDER SECURING DEVICE

It’s finally here, all the relevant tests are completed and with a Patent Pending it’s ready for the market now!!!

PTR’s newest pilot ladder securing device for the ship’s hull THE SPT-928 is born.

It is Class approved, very easy and safe to install, with a pulling force of 785 kilograms (for each suction cup) regardless the thickness of the paint on the ship’s hull and works on the uneven ship’s hull, even if the surface is not smooth and has chipped paint.